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3 Baton Rouge officers shot dead
Three other officers wounded, one
critically; gunman killed at scene

Police guard the
emergency room
entrance of Our
Lady Of The Lake
Medical Center,
where wounded
officers were
brought Sunday
morning in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.

By MIKE KUNZELMAN
AND MELINDA DESLATTE
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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BATON ROUGE, La. — A former Marine
dressed in black and carrying extra ammunition shot and killed three Baton Rouge law enforcement officers Sunday, less than two weeks
after a black man was fatally shot by police here
in a confrontation that sparked nightly protests
that reverberated nationwide.
Three other officers were wounded, one
critically. Police said the gunman was killed

at the scene.
The shooting less than a mile from police
headquarters added to the tensions across the
country between the black community and police. Just days earlier, one of the slain officers
had posted an emotional Facebook message
about the challenges of police work in the current environment.
President Barack Obama urged Americans to
tamp down inflammatory words and actions.
“We don’t need careless accusations thrown
around to score political points or to advance an
agenda. We need to temper our words and open
our hearts ... all of us,” Obama said.
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

HOUSE BILL » MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS ACT

Filling critical gaps
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Workers on Sunday prepare
for the Republican National
Convention in Cleveland.

Trump’s
strange
ascent
in GOP

Reality TV star, real
estate mogul could break
speech-viewing records
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Registered nurse Rudy Duran, left, and licensed vocational nurse Michelle Ciaravella work Friday at a new mental health facility in Santa Rosa.

Officials hopeful legislation marks a
turning point nationwide in system
seen as offering too little too late
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Some are calling it the most ambitious piece
of mental health legislation since President
John F. Kennedy’s landmark law aimed at
shutting down the nation’s notorious “insane
asylums” in favor of more humane community-based services — a goal that in two generations was never quite realized.
According to its supporters, the new legislation — quietly making its way through Congress — would take steps toward bringing some
of the nation’s mental health laws in line with
current science and medical knowledge.
The bill, called the Helping Families in Men-

tal Health Crisis Act, would begin to overhaul
a mental health system whose services many
criticize as being too little too late.
Local government and mental health officials
are hopeful the legislation marks a turning
point.
“The whole bill is really huge in terms of addressing the gaps of mental health treatment in
America and the crisis that we are facing due
to it,” said Sonoma County Supervisor Shirlee
Zane, a longtime advocate and supporter of
mental health services.
Zane, who says the lack of one-on-one therapy and poor monitoring of psychotropic medications led to the death by suicide of her husband in 2011, argues that mental illness should
be treated with the same level of care as health
conditions such as heart disease or cancer.
Health care providers are too focused on the
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SOME EFFECTS OF PROPOSED
MENTAL HEALTH CARE BILL
■ Authorize funding for assisted outpatient treatment — court-ordered treatment for people with severe mental illness
who do not recognize their condition.
■ Create a new grant program for suicide
prevention.
■ Expand Medicaid benefits for children
who use inpatient psychiatric care.
■ Strengthen community crisis response
and fund grants for the creation of community psychiatric bed databases.
■ Require the federal Health and Human
Services Department to create training
programs to educate health care providers
and administrators, as well as patients
and families, on the proper use of medical
privacy rules.

CLEVELAND — A year ago,
few imagined Donald Trump as
a headline speaker at the Republican National Convention — let
alone as its star.
Back then, maybe the billionaire New Yorker was alone
in thinking he would arrive
in Cleveland this week as the
GOP’s presumptive nominee for
president. There are still some
Republicans trying to stop him,
but the party’s four-day coronation of its unlikely White House
hopeful will complete his rise
from real estate mogul to potential leader of the free world.
“It was quite a journey,” Republican National Committee
Chairman Reince Priebus said.
“Not just what he was able to
do in getting more votes than
any Republican in the history of
our party, but do it with 16 people running. It is a remarkable
thing.”
Indeed, the man who opened
his campaign as a late-night TV
punchline will face the nation
as the Republican Party standard-bearer, delivering what
could be the most watched convention speech of all time.
Trump will do so in a time
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6,000 detained after failed Turkish coup
Extradition of US-based
critic sought; American
strikes against IS to continue
By SARAH EL DEEB
and SUZAN FRASER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

ISTANBUL — Following a failed
coup against Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the government
moved swiftly Sunday to shore up his
power and remove those perceived as
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an enemy, saying it has detained 6,000
people.
The crackdown targeted not only
generals and soldiers, but a wide
swath of the judiciary that has sometimes blocked Erdogan, raising concerns that the effort to oust him will
push Turkey even further into authoritarian rule.
Friday night’s sudden uprising by
a faction of the military appeared to
take the government — and much of
the world — by surprise.
The plotters sent warplanes firing
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on key government installations and
tanks rolling into major cities, but
it ended hours later when loyal government forces regained control of
the military, and civilians took to the
streets in support of Erdogan. At least
294 people were killed and more than
1,400 wounded, the government said.
On Sunday, Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim said the coup had failed and
life has returned to normal.
“Another calamity has been thwartTURN TO TURKEY » PAGE A8

CLINTON LEADS TRUMP: A new poll indicates
former secretery of state is ahead 47-43, but
also that neither candidate is popular. / A7
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A supporter of Turkey’s president salutes during a
rally in Taksim Square on Sunday in Istanbul.
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